Volvo s70 air conditioning recharge

Can I overpressure the system? Should I add the a with oil or without? Should I add to the low
port? Should the car be running while charging the AC? Changes included a redesigned front
end with new lights, fully colour-coded bumpers and side trim, and clear indicator lenses for the
rear lights, as well as a redesigned interior. According to Volvo, a total of changes were made.
Trim levels varied for each market as did the equipment levels of the most basic trims. In the
United States, the badging denoted the engine variant and to some extent the equipment level,
whereas in Europe engine and options could be chosen individually. On all markets more
powerful versions usually received better or upgraded standard equipment. Save my name,
email, and website in this browser for the next time I comment. Volvo ETM. Codes: to Volvos.
Codes: s Volvos. Volvo Air Conditioning. Volvo Fuel Economy. Volvo Transmissions Guide.
Volvo Four-C Suspension. Volvo paint codes. Volvo Parts Online. Volvo VIN Search. Volvo
Platforms. P2 Platform. SPA Platform. CMA Platform. Actual Tools. Your Forum Posts. Volvo
Classifieds. V90 Cross Country. XC90 S40 and V Using MVS. MVS Contributors. How to Register
for the Volvo Forum. What to Do After Registration. How to Post a Photo. New Here? Need
Help? The History of MVS. Advertise on MVS. Contact Matthew. Give Back to MVS. MVS
Philosophy. Making Your Volvo Faster. Volvo History. How the Series Saved Volvo. History of
the Volvo 5 Cylinder. Care by Volvo? Volvos with CarPlay Start here. There are Volvo forum
users online now. See the forum's active topics. Say hi contact Matthew. Tags air conditioning ,
aircon , recharge. Related Posts. Go to mobile version. Helpful Volvo air conditioning related
questions and answers found here, drawn primarily from threads from the Volvo Forum. Also
see MVS posts with the Volvo air conditioning tag. These do overlap. Do not use the high
pressure port that is right up front above the radiator. Instead, move a couple items out of the
way and use the AC low port. Finding this to be not only odd, but dangerous , I recharged my
system on the low side port is underneath the power steering reservoir. A good forum thread on
compressor cycling, recharging and pressureâ€¦ [ Compressor cycling, recharging and
pressure ]. Another good How To on recharging the refrigerant yourself. From Haynes manual:
Coolant Capacity: turbo: 7. The best photo documentation on how to get to the Volvo , S70 and
V70 evaporator, period: Changing an Evaporator Core â€” in Pictures. The only special tool I
needed besides a bunch or Torx bits was the spring coupler set. Volvo Evaporator
Replacement: Step-by-Step guide with photos. I took it to the dealer for a very expensive repair
close to dollars and the fix was a fan motor drawing excessive current. So if you are a DIY,
check the fan first or the electronic part that controls it for any burned or failed components. I
would do it if this happens again as I strongly believe it was the electronics that was likely
faulty. Also: Ever weigh your refrigerant? I have a S I got a and obd. Weird problem that just
started today. Any fix? No flashing lights on startup. Design myth in which he has been leading
to our prime divorce ask for, in accordance with your ex records ingredient somewhat more of
the most basic broken marriage of the my good friend inquiries probably the most testing. Your
help will be very much appreciated. I owned a volvo s40 It will not start, even with a jump-start.
Can someone please help me with the diagnosis? Thanks for any helps. I have an issue to
where my defrost never truly shuts completely off when in floor mood which burns my face up.
Have this issue on two different cars actually. I am aware of the blend door diaphram that leaks
and makes the panel vents go to defrost under acceleration, and repaired several of these any
ideas? Hi Guys, I have a C70t. The problem is my air con gets warm once we reach RPM. The
fan stays on ect but the air coming out of the vents is at 15degree celcius, when the car again
goes below RPM the air goes cold again at about 6 degree celcius. The gas lines are dripping
with condesation so Im sure that there is plenty of gas in the lines. You can hear a ticking sound
as if a switch or relay is turning on and off at about 5 second intervals. This sound is heard in
the cabin under the dash but more towards or in the engine compartment or near the firewall.
This only occurs above RPM. Any help or advise would be much appretiated. It registers
resistance with power on or off to the ground and live lead. Is this normal? I have a Volvo V70
and the air conditioner works like for two minutes and star to hot air. I hope that you can help
me. She let it sit for 10 years. I am not mechanically inclined and unemployed so money is an
issue. Do I dare try to do it myself? Orâ€¦ being so old might it be something different? Thanks
for your helpâ€¦. My grandaughter has a Volvo with and air conditioning problem. If outside is
higher it does not cool at all. Compressor runs and has been recharged. I have a 96 volvo
wagon non turbo. The lube ended up leaking under the carpet on the drivers side floor. Any
ideas? Could air conditioning be knocked out of working order by a side impact crash in my Glt
Sedan? What should I look for? How can it be fixed? How much can I expect to pay to get it
fixed? I have a 96 and the ac blows cold when moving but if at a red light or parked it blows
warm air and shortly after staert moving it gets cold again. What to do? I have a volvo s80 2. I
have checked the Regular fuses all seam fine any ideas? The wipers stop working too and the
back wipers works but not stop at the correct position. My other v70 the back wiper not work

after a new battery who I buy at napa start on fire alone and burn part of cables,also start a
message at computer saying need urgent repair at air bag the napa and the batt. It;s unrespect
to the costumers. I have a C70 Volvo that I need to add freon to. Can anyone tell me where the
correct port is and how to add freon safely? It does however blow nice cold air while on the
freeway but nothing at a stop or slow speed. I am fairly mechanical but nothing to write home
about and now have very limited tools. I too have exactly the same problem as Betty and Ed â€”
left side vents do not blow in heated nor cooled air, just ambient. Mechanic at dealer suggested
trying to disconnect the battery to see if it is a faulty vent control element that would re-program
itself when battery is re-connected, otherwise it could be a very expensive fix. Battery
disconnect did not fix it. My xc does the dame thing except the ac blows cooler on driver and
not so cool on passenger. I have a S70 glt and when the climate function knob is in the defrost
position, the recirculate button will not turn on when pushed. The recirculate will turn on when
the function button is in other positions, just not the defrost. I have a S70 model the heater fan
does not work on the first three clicks but works fine on the maximum will a later model control
panel work I am not sure as this car does not have EEC. I am having some trouble. Again, the
passenger side is functioning as it should. Any help? The fitting the holds the metal hose and
the rubber hose together somehow separated and the rubber hose blew out of the connector.
Has anyone ever replaced this before? If so, what is the best way to reconnect the hose to the
condenser and compressor? Any help would be appreciated. Judy, You are experiencing a very
common problem for the The vacuum motors that open and close the vents leak causing the
dash vents to close upon acceleration. You often can remedy this by disconnecting the yellow
vacuum line to the floor vents and putting a golf tee in the line to seal it. If you own a Volvo you
need to visit this site. Good Luckâ€¦. Jerry A. Need specifics on 97 wagon air problems. Comes
on at erratic times; does not blow very cold when driving, but mechanics can get it very cold
when the car is sitting at shop; fan area has had rodent villageâ€”need instr as to how to get to
fan. Air cuts out when car accelerates. The air conditioning of my S80 Volvo car works right for
the fisrt hour or so, then the air ceases to flow inside the car, so no more air conditioning. The
strange thing is that I continue to hear the noise of the device. It seems that simply the air is
diverted to other par or stopped from coming into the car cabin. Any suggestion? Air
conditioning is blowing cold and with force at floor, but not from dash or at windshield.
Replaced cabin filter. No change. The air flow control on panel shows lights coming on when we
switch outlet. Any suggestions would be appreciated. I would be very much obliged if you have
it send me photo to confirm if is the correct part. The Drivers side went from cold to hot and
back to cold after putting it back to Any help or recommendations is greatly appreciated! Thank
you! My AC works fine on the passenger side of the car. I have a V50, the A. Then out of the
clear blue, it starts working, and the temp climbs upto 41 degrees and then all of a sudden it is
88 degrees! The dealership where I live are awful, so I go into Orlando to get help. Now I am
wondering it if it is the coolant that I really need? I have no faith in the repair people here,
everyone wants to make a buck, or maybe Many Bucks!!! The car is second owner, may have
been in an accident, it showed some alignment, and other clues that may have occurred; it may
have been injured on the drivers side. Hence the previous damage maybe the reason the
problem has cropped up. I told them it happened after they touched the car, now they say oh it
is just a part that wore out. Please advise some remedies I may attempt to save the expense of
the replacement parts. Thank you in advance. Suggestions please?? We have a 09 S When this
occurs, one must insert the ignition key turn on and off then the fan ceases to blow. In addition,
unlike most vehicles, after running the AC for long periods the tell tale puddle of water weeping
from the AC system is absence. Any one else experience this problem? I have an odd problem.
If I press the front window defrost then it will come on. I had the problem with the AC not
blowing after 30 minutes of time and not blowing ice cold. Eventually I just broke down and
replaced the clutch. You can get it from anywhere but I one good place is partsgeek. He put it all
the way up to psi. It may actually blow out one of your hoses or ac unit! My Volvo DL is not
working. I have the option of going to a junk yard and getting the missing piece from junked
cars. I supply the labor, the part is cheap. What is the sequence for testing what is wrong with
the ac. It has a window that shows what appears to be fluid level gas This does not show any
liquid in it. I am told that to even start I have to at least put in a small cannister of gas to see if it
leaks. I am told that the input valve is located in the bottom of the motor. Is this hard to get to
for a weekend machanic? Thank youl;. My S simply will not consistantly cool when its really hot
outside, like over 90F. Two different shops maintain its slow failure of the magnets that engage
the clutch and the only fix is changing the compressor the clutch and compressor are integral
on some newer Volvos. Thats going to be expensive but after research, it appears to be the
correct action. What I tried: I tried re-charging. Some help for a while. I Looked for defective
high pressure switch: apparently there is none on this car and thats just stupid! If there are any

other S owners with better advise, let me know. JBRollo aol. Save my name, email, and website
in this browser for the next time I comment. Volvo ETM. Codes: to Volvos. Codes: s Volvos.
Volvo Air Conditioning. Volvo Fuel Economy. Volvo Transmissions Guide. Volvo Four-C
Suspension. Volvo paint codes. Volvo Parts Online. Volvo VIN Search. Volvo Platforms. P2
Platform. SPA Platform. CMA Platform. Actual Tools. Your Forum Posts. Volvo Classifieds. V90
Cross Country. XC90 S40 and V Using MVS. MVS Contributors. How to Register for the Volvo
Forum. What to Do After Registration. How to Post a Photo. New Here? Need Help? The History
of MVS. Advertise on MVS. Contact Matthew. Give Back to MVS. MVS Philosophy. Making Your
Volvo Faster. Volvo History. How the Series Saved Volvo. History of the Volvo 5 Cylinder. Care
by Volvo? Volvos with CarPlay Start here. There are Volvo forum users online now. See the
forum's active topics. Say hi contact Matthew. The components of automobile air conditioning.
Thanks for your helpâ€¦ Carol in CA. Hot in TXplease help! Related Posts. Go to mobile version.
Our mobile mechanics offer services 7 days a week. Upfront and transparent pricing. Our
certified mobile mechanics can come to your home or office 7 days a week between 7 AM and 9
PM. For an AC system to work, it needs a gas or liquid substance called refrigerant R in older
cars, Ra in and newer cars. Over time, refrigerant can leak from the AC system through seals. If
the AC does not have enough refrigerant, it will not blow cold air. Since the AC system is a
sealed unit, the only way to tell if the car needs a recharge is if the AC is not blowing cold air
through the vents. There are two types of refrigerant. These cannot be interchanged. For older
cars, it should be filled with R12 refrigerant or converted to a newer system. For cars made after
, the AC should be filled with Ra. It is common for refrigerant to leak. If the AC is not as cold as
you expect, then it is probably a good time to have the mechanic look at it. Lack of proper cold
air can be an indication of other problems with AC fan not working, AC compressor not
working, etc. In addition to your comfort, air conditioning systems add value to your vehicle.
You should keep your AC fully operational. In some systems, the hot and cold air are blended to
achieve the desired temperature setting. In these cases, when the AC system fails, in addition to
not getting any cold air, the entire temperature regulation can be thrown off. Estimate price near
me. Service Location. YourMechanic Benefits Online Booking. Mechanic comes to you. Free 50
point safety inspection. See availability. Keep in mind: Since the AC system is a sealed unit, the
only way to tell if the car needs a recharge is if the AC is not blowing cold air through the vents.
How it's done: Install air conditioning manifold gauge set. Determine if the air conditioning
system charge is low. Add the correct refrigerant to top off the air conditioning system. Install
thermometer in vents to monitor vent temperatures. Check system for leaks. Check for proper
operation of AC system. Our recommendation: It is common for refrigerant to leak. What are the
common symptoms indicating you need an Car AC Repair? AC is not working. AC is not
2001 chevy blazer firing order
set up yamaha receiver
swirl control valve nissan sentra 2005 programming
blowing cold air. Clicking noise from the engine compartment. How important is this service?
Number of Volvo S70 services completed. Yourmechanic was featured in. Popular Volvo Jobs.
Auto service in Your City. Meet some of our expert Volvo mechanics Real customer reviews
from Volvo owners like you. Excellent Rating. Rating Summary. Gary 27 years of experience.
Request Gary. Volvo S70 - Radiator - Vallejo, California. John 36 years of experience. Request
John. Excellent and knowledgeable mechanic. Figured out why my 98 Volvo wouldn't start, and
came back the next day and fixed it with the part needed. Got my car running. He even did a test
drive to make sure everything was o. What great service! Chris 16 years of experience. Request
Chris. Always sunny, cheerful, knowledgeable, helpful, and thorough. A true professional.
Simon 27 years of experience. Request Simon. He was great! He showed up on time and
completed everything quickly. How can we help? Read FAQ. Service type Car AC Repair.

